
Diabetic Foodie Tea Survey Results 
March 2014 !!!
Tea bags were mailed to Diabetic Foodie readers. They did not know the brand, the flavor or whether or not the  
tea contained caffeine. After trying the tea, nine readers filled out a survey. The responses are presented here. !
The tea was The Republic of Tea’s Hi Caf Caramel Black. !!!!!!!!!
Q1: What flavor was the tea? !
I couldn't tell. Tasted similar to an Earl Gray I tried a few years ago. !
not sure...tasted vanilla !
I have no idea. Fruity for sure and a bit sweet but can't really place the flavor !
The tea had a anise flavor. !
hints of flower and vanilla over a musty background !
Don't know !
I have no idea, but it smelled fruity--berries and pomegranate? !
Caramel 



Q2: Did you like the flavor of the tea?

Yes 2

No 4

Maybe 3

33%

44%

22%

Yes
No
Maybe

Comments !
Way too strong. I watered it down quite a bit and still didn't like it. Kind of bitter. !
it was odd....but I think I liked it....I think used for baking would be awesome !
It's good but not something I'd want on a regular basis !
I am not big fan of licorice or anise flavors so I did not care for the tea very much. !
a little gamey !
It had an off taste to me. I tried it without sugar first then added a spoon of natural turbinado sugar but it didn't seem to help. !
loved the smell and glad it doesn't taste too sweet 



Q3: How much caffeine do you think the tea contained?

Less than other teas 2

More than other teas 1

About the same as other teas 6

67%

11%

22%

Less than other teas
More than other teas
About the same as other teas

Comments !
I had to drink my normal tea afterwards to get my morning energy boost. !
just assuming lol  !
mostly because it tasted very strong…I brewed for 4 minutes !
It did not make me jittery as caffeine sometimes does in large quantities so I do not think it has more caffeine  
but I am not really sure why I think it is the same. I guess it could be less. !
didn't notice any effect !
guessing !
I'm thinking it has green tea mixed in the blend?? !
It was hard for me to say. I drink both caffeinated and decaffeinated tea. I'm judging it by its color when brewed 



Q4: Did you drink the tea hot or cold?

Hot 7

Cold 1

Both 1

11%

11%

78%

Hot
Cold
Both



Q5: Did you add any of the following to your tea?

Sugar 1

Agave 1

Honey 0

Lemon 0

Stevia 0

Artificial sweetener 2

Cream or Half & Half 0

Milk 0

Non-dairy milk (e.g. almond) 0

Powdered creamer 1

Flavored liquid creamer 0

Did not add anything 4

11%

44% 22%

11%

11%

Sugar
Agave
Artificial sweetener
Did not add anything
Powdered creamer



Q6: In general, do you prefer tea bags or loose-leaf tea?

Tea bags 7

Loose-leaf 2

22%

78%

Tea bags
Loose-leaf

Comments !
when I use loose tea, I put it in bags !
I like tea bags but occasional use loose tea



Q7: Did you like the size/shape of the tea bag?

Yes 7

No 2

22%

78%

Yes
No

Comments !
I prefer the string so I can more easily pull it out of the hot water I steep it in and squeeze it out before making the iced tea. !
doesn't get air bubble that make it float



Q8: Would you purchase the tea?

Yes 0

No 6

Maybe 3

33%

67%

Yes
No
Maybe

Comments !
Didn't like the flavor. !
it would depend on caffeine amounts and any health benefits !
Not a big fan...almost too sweet. !
I did not like the flavor. !
kind of funky, although my husband and son liked it !
I didn't care for the taste. !
I'd like to know more about the tea. !
I like teas with a little more flavoring !
I did not like the artificial fruit smell and the tea itself had a muddy flavor.



Q9: Any additional comments? !
I normally drink a 50/50 mix of black (orange peako) tea & green tea, and add lemon. I drink it fairly strong  
(slightly stronger than they serve in restaurants) and this tea was extremely stronger & rather bitter. !
the tea is certainly drinkable but not something I'd crave or want first thing in the morning or even in the  
evening with a piece of dessert. It's a tea you would sip alone mid afternoon...maybe to help curb a sweet craving. !
I like the fact that the tea has no string or tea tag as that is less wasteful and better for the environment. !
it wasn't bad, but their are others I prefer (yerba, oolong, plantation mint, spiced, green) !
Sorry I couldn't definitely indicate the flavor of the tea--all I could think was that it was fruity. !
Waste of a tea bag.


